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This report has been prepared for the Masterton District Council for the Community
Facilities and Activities team, and was written by Marilyn Northcotte from en Velo
and subject matter expert Jonathan Kennett, Kennett Brothers. This document
reports on the findings from the Stakeholder engagement and documents analysis
and is designed to aid in the strategic development of a Rural Trails Network for the
Masterton District. We acknowledge and thank all those who participated in the
stakeholder’s workshop, and in-depth interviews for their time and contributions.
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Executive Summary
Purpose of this project and report
Masterton District Council(MDC) is in the process of reviewing and updating their
cycling strategy to address the level of input required to achieve the objectives
related to the Council’s commitment to cycling in the district. The work associated
with the cycling strategy takes place across a number of categories; roads, rural
network, urban recreation trail network, education/influencing behaviour, economic
development and tourism and events.
This strategy document has been developed in order to provide a disciplined and
strategic approach to the management of the Rural Trails Network over the next
three years and the next funding period going forward.

Vision
More people on bikes in Masterton: commuting to work and school;
recreating; tourism and events.
In order to deliver to this vision, MDC currently has a total of $256,000 tagged in the
Long Term Plan (LTP) over 2016/17 and 2017/18 for developing the Rural Trails
Network managed by the Community Facilities and Activities team.
We have captured the views of key stakeholders through an engagement workshop
and individual interviews, undertaken to inform the vision and priorities, develop a
network plan and prioritise the range of potential projects including key phasing of
preferred trail options in priority order.
There were a number of network gaps identified in the exercise that are highlighted
as opportunities for quick wins in what is otherwise a comprehensive work
programme. Areas for immediate attention to support the further work of
developing the rural trails network include:


Begin gathering user data by placing counters on existing trails, and including
them in the development of any new trails



Develop signage for current trails, e.g. signs to link on-road cycle routes with
off-road cycle trails and key public infrastructure such as the railway station,
the town centre, Henley Lake and Queen Elizabeth Park



Explore developing a region wide parks and recreation working group/plan
that will include the work for the rural trails network.
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The rural trails network plan was developed with two key principles in mind, which
were also identified in the stakeholder workshop and interviews. The focus of the
rural trails network plan addressed the concept ideas of:


local investment – having a district mountain bike park



a trails network that leads to destination locations that are attractive to
both locals and visitors.

The proposed solution to meet those needs is as follows, a summary of preferred
sites in order of recommendation paired with a future staging plan for when the work
on the trails network could be undertaken:
The following table highlights the sites in order of recommendation.
SITE
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended – pending
design options

Waipoua - Pukaha – Network
 Stage 1 - Waipoua River
Bridge and Loop Trail
 Stage 2 – Waipoua River
north to Opaki Vineyard
 Stage 3 - Opaki to Pukaha
 Stage 4 – Pukaha Eketahuna
NZCT-Nga Haerenga
Heartland Ride

Recommended – concept
and feasibility study

Three Rivers Trail

Recommended – feasibility
study

Mt Holdsworth Mountain Bike
Park

Recommended – initial
concept plan

Riven Rock

Possible option

Rimutaka Summit – Bucks Reserve

Possible option

NOTES
Community Led
project
Council land
Limited
potential
A
progression
of trails over
the long term beginning with
Waipoua River Bridge and
Loop Trail

MDC and GWRC work in
partnership on this project.
Begin the planning process –
and land access discussions
now
Theoretically sits outside the
District boundary on DoC
land
Theoretically sits outside the
District boundary
On private land
Provides destination location
Good connectivity to wider
network
Good region wide project
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Future staging of plan for the network to be ordered as illustrated in the following
table.

The above plans are in response to the working group’s desire to develop a wider
rural trails network that addresses a number of needs by way of a comprehensive
trails network solution. Each of the preferred sites is presented in greater depth
within the report as a site snapshot complete with the relevant information to take
them forward to concept planning.
The resulting plan is an integrated network that takes into consideration existing
work and linkages with other council projects such as the Queen Elizabeth Park and
Grandstand Redevelopment (Heritage Park and building) and the Colombo Road
Netball Courts redevelopment. The plan provides for a variety of development
opportunities that work towards a vision of more cycling, recreation and tourism
throughout the district.
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Background
Globally cycling is seeing a resurgence of growth in many countries that were
previously regarded as ‘cycling unfriendly’, evident in New Zealand as well. Added to
that, bike tourism is seen as an emerging sector with real economic gain. There has
been a rise in bike routes and networks like the NZCT-Nga Haerenga, a commitment
to bike travel on transportation networks, (bikes on trains) and bike shares and rental
schemes are now popping up globally as well as here.
At the policy level, documents like Safer Journeys for people who cycle provide
guidance and advisory for safer on-road cycling, recognising the wider benefits of
cycling like reducing road congestion, improving community health, and economic
gains from tourism.
There are an estimated 1.1 million sport and recreational cyclists in New Zealand: this
figure includes 745,000 adults, plus an estimated 360,000 children aged 5 to 15
years.1
The most recent SPARC Active NZ survey estimated there were 823,000 New Zealand
adults (e.g. 16 years and older) participating in both on-road and off-road cycling in
2013/14 over a 12 months’ period, equivalent to 24.8% of the adult population.
Cycling (including road cycling and mountain biking combined) is the 3rd most
popular sport and recreational activity for New Zealand adults after walking, and
swimming and NZ adults choose to participate outdoors and in natural settings
(91.4%). Of the top three places where adults choose to take part in physical
recreation outside is on a path, cycleway/walkway in towns/cities. This outside
activity ranks at number 3 overall (not including a natural setting like an off-road bike
trail or walking trail -25%).2
Between 2008-2012, 318,000 international tourists participated in cycling sports in
on-road cycling or mountain biking or both. Annually around 4 per cent of
international holiday visitors do some sort of cycling while visiting New Zealand. On
average, cycling tourists spend more on their visit - $3800 compared with $2,500.
There is significant high value in the cycling market with 22 per cent of international
cycling tourists saying they spend over $5,500 on their visit to New Zealand.

1

http://nzcycletrail.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/The-NZ-Cycleway-Market-Research-Report.pdf

2 Sport

New Zealand, 2015. Sport and Active Recreation in the Lives of New Zealand Adults.
2013/14 Active New Zealand Survey Results.
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There is also currently strong growth provision for recreation cyclists and cycle
tourists with rail trails and other similar cycling products like the New Zealand Cycle
Trail – Nga Haerenga (NZCT) projects.
At present, MDC has a number of urban network trails in place that have the
potential to be developed further to enhance connectivity in the district. The council
would like to further investigate the options for a wider trail network that could
provide connectivity with the current network and the New Zealand Cycle Trail – Nga
Haerenga (NZCT) projects.

Current situation
Masterton District Council(MDC) is in the process of reviewing and updating their
cycling strategy to address the level of input required in achieving the objectives for a
number of key areas of work related to the Council’s commitment to cycling in the
district. The work associated with the cycling strategy takes place across a number of
categories; roads, rural network, urban recreation trail network,
education/influencing behaviour, and economic development and events.
MDC currently has a total of $305,000 tagged in the Long Term Plan over 2016/17
and 2017/18 for developing the Rural Trails Network managed by the Community
Facilities and Activities team
This document outlines the proposed approach and work plan for the Rural Trails
Network.

Desired outcomes
The primary objectives of this rural trails network review project is to assess the
current cycling infrastructure and engage the community in planning and prioritising
next steps in the network connectivity. This work involved undertaking a/an;
•
•
•

Documents review
Environmental scan
Stakeholder engagement

Developing a plan to meet all needs
To achieve these outcomes, the following work was conducted:



Reviewing the existing trail network, and identifying where the network links with
other regional cycle ways as well as the NZCT-Nga Haerenga
Desk top review of the current policy documents including information about
existing strategic plan, service reviews, and network maps to assess the current
cycling environment
8





Scan of national trends and issues that could influence or impact on the provision
of services provided by Council, including emerging strategic direction and
priorities
Conducting a stakeholder engagement workshop and individual interviews to
inform the vision and priorities



Developing the network plan and priorities using a range of project selection
criteria and affinity mapping



Developing key phasing of preferred trail options in priority order.

Network Gaps
Discussions with the key stakeholders highlighted the potential for trail development
in the area, as well as a number of current gaps in the network, which are listed
below. These gaps are addressed as the wider work of this strategy document. They
warrant consideration as to the value that could be added to the rural trails network.
It is useful to note here that gaps can be viewed as having the potential for some
quick success in addressing needs, such as with providing signage for example.
Gaps in the current network articulated amongst the group are as follows:


signage for current trails e.g. signs to link on-road cycle routes with
off-road cycle trails and key public infrastructure such as the railway
station, the town centre, Henley Lake and Queen Elizabeth Park



there are short sections of missing track in the existing network (e.g.
there is a gap of 30-40 metres between State Highway 2 near Mawley
Park and the Waipoua Riverside Trail




information and data on potential trails/users3
a mountain bike park



other destination trails4/cycling
o other requisite services associated with having a cycle trail
nearby such as cafés, accommodation, bike station.

3

The most commonly used trail counters in New Zealand are infra-red Trafx Trail Counters.
https://www.trafx.net/These are relatively inexpensive and easy to install inside a timber post. The
basic models do not differentiate between walkers and cyclists. Installation needs to be done carefully
to get accurate counting.
4

Destination trail typically refers to an end location that is sought out for its additional
features/amenities.
http://www.travel-industry-dictionary.com/destination-location.html
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Priority
Discussions with the key stakeholders highlighted the potential for trail development
in the area. Key to the discussion were a number of ideas based on the desirable
traits of local trails network, which help to inform the issue of priority - what gets
built first and why.

Highest Priorities
The highest priority projects to emerge from the workshop exercises and interviews
were those projects that were likely to be regarded as in a state of readiness, or
those that could be viewed as destination trails, and/or could be linked up with
NZCT)-Nga Haerenga thereby providing connectivity on the network.

Other Priority Needs
Other priority needs identified from the workshop exercises and interviews were
those projects that were recognised as being able to fill a gap, or trail projects that
were in the region but outside the MDC.

Funding of the Network
Included in the discussions at a peripheral level was the idea of funding for the
network, which was considered in a number of key ways. Along with MDC LTP
funding, other funding sources to be considered were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partial fund raising from interest groups such as the Wairarapa Trails Trust
User pays fee or parking fee for some projects (e.g. Riven Rock)
Shared partnerships/funding with other area councils, including the regional
council
Shared partnerships/funding with other groups with shared outcomes (e.g.
health, walking and cycling activity class in the LTP, and road safety)
Donors such as community groups and/or benefactors
Charitable Trusts.

For more information on funding models see Appendix 5.

Other Key Principles for Determining Future Priorities
Priority was further determined by a number of additional considerations. In
developing the matrix for categorising and prioritising potential projects, we tabled
all the ideas that came out of the workshop and interview exercises. We employed a
number of techniques using a series of key principles to determine priority based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Location and connectivity
Target market
Potential of the project
Challenges associated with the project
Staging/phasing
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•

Budget

This initial set of criteria directed promising projects to developing a concept plan 5,
and a final series of gateways to further ensure the preferred set of projects were the
fastest, easiest, met a need, and were achievable. For information on the steps
involved in the planning process, see Appendix 6.

Gateway requirements
Before a cycleway or trail is built, and as a part of the concept planning, the project
must pass through three critical gateways: Land Access, Construction Feasibility, and
Consents.

Land Access
Access to the cycleway route corridor must be legally secured. After identifying a
potential route, all land managers and landowners need to give their 'agreement in
principal' to the construction of a cycleway. Then the project managers should then
investigate the construction feasibility of the agreed route before finalising land
access agreements, as the route may need to change. For private land owners an
easement on their land title is required.

Construction Feasibility
A feasibility study will identify all construction challenges. This study should inform
the project managers of potential big budget items (i.e., bridges), any building and/or
resource consents required, and if the relevant district plans place any
restrictions/requirements on the construction techniques available (i.e., plans may
inform the size of earthworks possible, or the steepness of terrain that can be built
on, etc.).

Consent
Building consents and resource consents may be required. If they are, then they
should be obtained before construction begins.

Options
Growing and extending the rural trails network from the district council’s point of
view involves a number of relationships and partnerships to bring a complete

5

Track Construction and Maintenance Guidelines – VC 1672, Department of Conservation, (2008)

Trail Solutions, IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Singletrack, International Mountain Biking
Association (2004)
New Zealand Cycle Trail Design Guide, 4th edition, Via Strada (2015)
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regional trails network to fruition. That aside, there are a number of district projects
that MDC can do on their own to develop their own trails network.

District options for extending the network
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park
Waipoua to Pukaha Network Trails
Waipoua River Loop
Opaki Vineyard Trail
Pukaha Wildlife Trail
NZCT-Nga Haerenga Heartland Ride
Three Rivers Trail

Regional options for extending the network
Mount Holdsworth Mountain Bike Park
Riven Rock - Mount Holdsworth
Rimutaka Summit to Bucks Reserve
NZCT- Nga Haerenga Heartland Ride

Partner with other area councils
Mount Holdsworth Mountain Bike Park
Mount Holdsworth – Riven Rock
Rimutaka Summit to Bucks Reserve
NZCT Nga Haerenga Heartland Ride

Partner with the private sector
Riven Rock – Mount Holdsworth
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District Options for extending the Rural Trails Network
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park
Context
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park is a ready to go project that requires minimum work from
Council, on Council owned land. It has obtained land access, and has an estimated budget of
$65,000. This park will be developed to Grade 2/3 suitable for youth and those new to mountain
biking. It would therefore provide a stepping stone that could lead people to be able to
experience other mountain bike opportunities that are a bit more difficult and challenging.

Aerial photo

Function
The potential for users at Lansdowne is wide and varied. It has the makings of a good local’s track
amongst youth, mountain bikers and bmx riders, as well as school groups and families. It already
has land access and feasibility, and consents are not likely to be problematic.

Concept
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park has approximately 6 hectares of area that is 450m x 330m will
accommodate up to three connecting trails totalling 3kms of trail. There is potential to consider
some design recommendations, include a skills area as well as a small pump track, to further
maximise the range of track opportunities.
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There are already good examples of tracks close to houses, including tracks in Masterton around
Fifth Street and Titoki Street. In Wellington there are dozens of parks beside residential areas,
and some of those have tracks (i.e. Karori Park).

Location
Kitchener St. Reserve, complementary to the new track from Kitchener Street to Gordon Street.

Development issues
Lansdowne’s potential will be defined by a limited amount of physical space meaning it can only
contain a few short trails. For this reason, there is unlikely to be huge market demand especially
amongst adult cyclists.
There may be residential boundary issues, but any privacy concerns can be addressed by planting
a vegetative screen. It may also be more fathomable and accepted by the residents if the park
were developed in stages as a settling in phase.

Future suitability
Developing Lansdowne in the immediate future will have good benefits for a community of local
users in the short term. However, further consideration during the design process could extend
the usability of this site for a wider range of participants. There is good local buy in for this
project.

Recommendation - Recommended
Reconsider the design process to include building a skills track and a pump track at the trail heads
to maximise use of the space and attract a wider range of users. This track has the potential for a
good 12 km loop ride from Queen Elizabeth Park, thus making it a viable longer ride option. See
Appendix 7 for a map of the QE Park 12k loop.
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Waipoua to Pukaha Network
Overview
This network consists of four connected trails that lead from Masterton to Pahiatua. All four
trails are perfectly aligned to achieve multiple goals of recreation, tourism, and regional economic
growth. They have a high potential to become part of the New Zealand Cycle Trial (NZCT)
network.
Each stage of this trail stands on its own merits. It is logical for them to be progressed from
Masterton northwards, taking a staged approach.




Stage 1 - Waipoua River Loop
Stage 2 – Opaki Vineyard Trail
Stage 3 – Pukaha Wildlife Trail
Stage 4 – NZCT-Nga Haerenga Heartland Ride

Beginning work on a staged project network originating from Masterton, can be viewed in the
immediate short term. The Waipoua River Bridge and ensuing Loop Trail are stand-alone
projects, that also lend themselves handily to further developing and enhancing the network by
providing network connectivity to the north.
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Stage 1: Waipoua River Loop
Three quarters of this 4.5 km, wide, easy trail loop has already been built. To complete it requires
building a bridge across the Waipoua River at the north-western end of the loop, and then 1 km
of new trail down the true left of the river to Opaki Road (Highway 2).

Aerial Photo

Function
This trail would immediately serve to extend the local trail network from the town centre
northwards and would add an achievable (and slightly) longer loop ride when joined up with Lake
Henley.

Concept
This easy, 6 km loop would be well-used by local recreational riders, and visiting cycle tourists.
There is access provided by train, and plenty of car parking at Queen Elizabeth Park. There is also
bike hire at the park and the i-SITE nearby. The riding experience can be extended by continuing
on to Lake Henley.
There is also a track being built by MDC from Colombo Road down to River Road and to the
confluence of the Waipoua and Raumahanga Rivers where a picnic area is being upgraded. This
will be a great destination.
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Location
Queen Elizabeth Park and the Waipoua River banks.

Development issues
A feasibility study for the Waipoua River Loop could be commenced immediately and it is unlikely
to have any significant issues. However, constructing a bridge is expensive, (best guess budget of
$220,000) though this project could use a fund raising element to augment the budget e.g. 25%.
A resource consent will be required.

Future suitability
Beginning work on a staged project network originating from Masterton, can be viewed in the
immediate short term. The Waipoua River Bridge and ensuing Loop Trail are stand-alone
projects, that also lend themselves handily to further developing and enhancing the network by
providing network connectivity to the north.

Recommendation – Recommended
The Waipoua to Pukaha Network has been considered as a staged project that can be started in
the immediate short term. Stage 1 is considered to be a stand-alone project that will offer
benefits to the network and the community immediately.
The recommendation is that MDC apply for a resource consent for the bridge early on as GWRC
may wish to realign part of the river and so the planning process should start now.
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Stage 2: Waipoua River to Opaki Vineyard
Opaki Vineyard is a popular destination for the retiring baby boomer market, and has a
willingness to develop cycle tourist packages. This trail would also lead to Opaki School, a small
but growing primary school within riding distance of Masterton.

Aerial Photo

Function
This trail (also a standalone project) would again immediately serve to extend the local trail
network from the town centre northwards and would be an achievable, slightly longer return ride
with good amenities.

Concept
An easy, 6 km long path connecting Masterton with two vineyards (Loop line Vineyard and Paper
Road Vineyard), and two fresh produce destinations (Loop line Olives and Wee Red Barn) as well
as Opaki School.
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This trail would target gains in tourism, recreation and transport. It is an ideal length for families
with young children, as well as the retiring baby boomers.
This stage would be a critical step towards connecting Masterton with the national cycling
network.

Location
Opaki is 5 km north of Masterton on Highway 2.

Development issues
Land access has yet to be investigated and is likely to involve protracted negotiations with
KiwiRail and landowners beside the railway line. If access can be gained, then trail construction is
likely to be straightforward and would foresee no significant consents issues.
There may be potential to start the trail by skirting beside the Waipoua River, around the edge of
the Mahunga Golf Club and crossing farmland to the railway line approximately halfway between
Masterton and Opaki. This option would be more scenic, and only a few hundred metres longer.
Assuming the Waipoua River Loop was already built, then this stage to Opaki would require
construction of 4 – 4.5 km of new trail, and likely a similar length of fencing. The costs would be in
the order of $400,000.

Future suitability
Beginning work on a staged project network originating from Masterton, the trail from Waipoua
River to Opaki would logically follow on from the construction of a trail from Queen Elizabeth
Park to the Waipoua River Loop bridge.

Recommendation – Recommended
The concept is clear, however, land access negotiations may reveal alternative route options,
such as following the river around the golf course. In addition, there is a 30 metre gap in the trail
from Opaki Road (opposite Mawley Holiday Park) to the existing trail on the northern side of
Waipoua River.
A feasibility study is the next stage.
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Stage 3: Opaki to Pukaha/Mount Bruce Wildlife Centre
Pukaha Mount Bruce Wildlife Centre is a wildlife restoration centre at a protected forest area on
State Highway 2 north of Masterton. Pukaha Mount Bruce is one of New Zealand’s leading
national wildlife conservation areas where visitors can “see conservation in action” … It has a
number of services; café, parking, education centre and attracts around 50,000 visitors yearly.

Aerial Photo

Function
Pukaha Mount Bruce is a destination location and lends itself well to a day trip by bicycle from
Masterton for the cycle touring market. It will also form part of the network to link north to
Eketahuna.
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Concept
A 40 km ride from Pukaha Wildlife Sanctuary would lead to Masterton via Opaki and Mauriceville.
Services are available at Opaki Vineyard and the Wildlife Sanctuary, and there is a picnic area at
Mauriceville.
This ride would connect to the Opaki Vineyard Trail. Local tourism operators could provide
transport to the wildlife centre, so that people rode back to Masterton. In this direction there
would be an overall elevation drop of 200 metres, and it would be easy to connect to the new
lime sand path through DOCs W.A. Miller Scenic Reserve beside Highway 2.
This ride would be a Grade 3 (Intermediate) trail due to its length and amount of on-road riding.
Therefore, the target market would be active 45-65-year-old recreational and tourist riders.

Location
The Pukaha Mount Bruce Visitor Centre is located on SH2, 30 km north of Masterton and 10 km
south of Eketahuna.

Development issues
Developing access to Pukaha Mount Bruce will require a staged project approach that would
increase the connectivity north from Masterton via a series of shorter routes/projects.
From Opaki, there is an existing path crossing the railway lines, however, this would require
upgrading. There are then two options: to go down Wingate Road and up the Ruamahunga River,
or to follow the railway line from Wingate Road to Opaki-Kaiparoro Road.
The remainder of the ride would follow quiet country roads via Mauriceville to Highway 2 just
north of Pukaha. There is a new path through a DoC scenic reserve beside the highway, which
could be extended to within 1-2 km from Pukaha. The remaining section on the highway may
require shoulder widening if an off-road route cannot be found.

Future suitability
This is stage 3 of a four stage project. It would follow from the successful completion of the
Masterton to Opaki Trail.

Recommendation – Recommended
Although a feasibility study could be initiated in the short term, Stage 2 – Masterton to Opaki
Vineyards requires completion before any construction would begin on this stage.
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Stage 4: New Zealand Cycle Trail Nga-Haerenga Heartland Ride
The NZCT Nga Haerenga network currently has a cycle route into Masterton via Route 52. This
does not connect well with the national cycle network on the eastern side of the Tararua Ranges.
If the previous three stages were completed (Pukaha to Masterton) then there is excellent
potential to provide a route from Pahiatua to Masterton via Eketahuna, Mauriceville and Opaki.
There would not be any construction requirements from Pahiatua to Opaki, as there are already
quiet country roads that meet the NZCT design guide criteria. Creating a safe route from Opaki to
Masterton is the key to unlocking this touring route.

Map Photo

Function
Providing a direct route from the NZCT Network into Masterton would bring tourism and
economic activity to Eketahuna and Masterton.
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Scale
There would be wide support from a target market who currently undertake cycle touring rides
to include riding south from Palmerston North into Masterson. Public transport links from
Wellington to Palmerston North and from Masterton back to Wellington make this an attractive
weekend holiday ride.

Location
Rural Manawatu and Wairarapa.

Development issues
The likelihood of re-routing the NZCT – Nga Haerenga to approach Masterton via Mauriceville and
Eketehuna travelling south from Palmerston is contingent on being able to provide a safe route
into Masterton from this direction.

Future suitability
Bringing further tourism and economic activity to Eketahuna and Masterton via a NZCT – Nga
Haerenga Heartland ride is very deisrable.
The safety concerns mentioned previously would be addressed with subsequent work undertaken
on Waipoua River Trail, Opaki, and Pukaha Mt Bruce project to extend north.
It is worth noting that the Tararua District Council is planning on building a $4mill cycle trail
across the Northern Tararuas to Eketahuna. If this was completed, it would further compliment a
cycle route from Eketahuna into Masterton.

Recommendation – Recommended
This is achievable for the Council in the immediate short term if the council decides to pursue the
Waipoua Bridge as a stage of the Pukaha Mt Bruce connectivity project.
In considering the extent of the network with the development of the bridge at the Waipoua
River, the re-route can be a significant win in the medium term.
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Three Rivers Loop
Context
Capitalising on the Recreation Trails network of paths that link ‘green space’ throughout urban
Masterton, to create a rideable loop trail of approximately 25 km

Aerial Photo

Function
The potential for a local trail network that links up with each of the district rivers to provide for a
loop of a good distance is very appealing as it will be useable by a large number of users and
passes by the Vintage Aviator Museum.

Concept
Covering approximately 25 kms loop off-road leaving Masterton on the Waipoua River,
continuing on along the Ruamanhanga River, and returning to Masterton via the Waingawa River
the Three Rivers loop is likely to be popular with locals and will appeal to a wide target market –
recreational cyclists
The trail will need to return to the start via quiet roads and cycle lanes, but building at a Grade 12 level, almost anyone could use it.
It is also useful to note, the first half of this ride, from Masterton to Te Whiti would probably
become part of the NZCT-Nga Haerenga Network for the ride from Masterton to Martinborough.
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Location
Urban Masterton start and finish.

Development issues
Land access will be the biggest challenge as the trail will need to traverse across at least some
private land. Building consents and resource consents may be required. If they are, then they
should be obtained before construction begins.
GWRC are keen to lead this project as they see benefits in having access for management vehicles
for their flood protection work. They would be interested in working with MDC to ensure this trail
is suitable for walkers, runners and cyclists.
MDC is planning on building a trail beside the river from Colombo Street to the confluence of the
Waipoua and Ruamahanga rivers in the near future.
Beyond there, land access issues will need to be addressed and this may take several years.
GWRC is in it for the long game, and may be able to purchase land, or acquire easements as
opportunities arise.
The trail also passes the MDC water treatment plant, however, this should not be seen as a major
issue as there are several public trails passing water treatment plants in New Zealand. For example,
the Coastal Trail passing the Mangere Wastewater Treatment Plant in Auckland and the Invercargill
to Bluff Trail passing the Invercargill Wastewater Treatment Plant.

Future suitability
Beginning work on a connectivity project that links with the network originating from Masterton,
can be viewed in the immediate short term. Work on the Three Rivers Trail will result in a trail of
at least regional significance and will connect up with the NZCT.

Recommendation – Recommended
The Three Rivers Loop is a good option and is ready to proceed to feasibility study. MDC and
GWRC should work in partnership on this opportunity.
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Regional options for extending the network
Mount Holdsworth Mountain Bike Park
Context
Capitalising on existing activities at Mt Holdsworth (camping and tramping) to create a stronger
destination. The area already has between 50,000-80,000 visitors annually.

Aerial Photo

Function
Mount Holdsworth road end is the main entrance to the eastern side of the Tararua Forest Park,
and is set against the backdrop of some of the highest peaks in the Tararua Range. Holdsworth
offers short walks and longer tramps through attractive forest higher up into the alpine
environment. Home to a diverse range of bird and insect life there is good riverside camping at
Mount Holdsworth with plenty of open space.

Concept
Over 100 hectares on Doc land can be developed to build from 5-15 kms of mountain bike tracks
in native bush. The tracks, built to a variety length and difficulty to, can suit a wide range of
abilities for Grade 2-4 (easy to advanced) riders. Its proximity to other mountain biking in the
area (Riven Rock) would further add to a wide range of options open to mountain bikers from
Grades 3-5 (advanced to expert).

Location
Access to Mount Holdsworth is off State Highway 2 down Norfolk Road only 16kms from
Masterton. The land is conservation estate, managed by the Department of Conservation (DoC).
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Development issues
Informal conversations have been held, with local DoC staff and mountain bikers (Wairarapa
Mountain Bike Trust) about the potential for developing a mountain biking facility here, however
it may require some engagement with existing users.
Have yet to obtain formal consent to build.

Future suitability
This could be the main mountain bike park in the Masterton area.

Recommendation – Recommended
Mount Holdsworth is the strongest location for a nationally significant mountain bike track
development near Masterton.
Should a mountain bike park be proposed for this area, some engagement with current users may
be required.
Theoretically, Mount Holdsworth sits outside the MDC boundary making this a wider regional
undertaking as opposed to a district one. However, it is only 16 kms away from Masterton and
would therefore serve its rate payers well. Discussions with the Carterton District Council will
need to take place.
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Riven Rock – Mount Holdsworth
Context
Private landowners near Mount Holdsworth have proposed a network of mountain bike trackson
their property. Capitalising on existing activities at Mt Holdsworth (camping and tramping) to
create a stronger destination as the area already attracts between 50,000-80,000 visitors
annually. This park is currently under development.

Aerial Photo

Function
Adjacent to Mount Holdsworth, Riven Rock is on private land on the eastern side of the Tararua
Forest Park, and is set against the backdrop of some of the highest peaks in the Tararua Range.
Holdsworth offers short walks and longer tramps through forests and higher up into the alpine
environment and attracts a wide range of visitor to the area.

Concept
Situated on private land in the Tararuas, Riven Rock’s proximity to other mountain biking in the
area (Mount Holdsworth Mountain Bike Park) would further add to a wide range of options
available to mountain bikers from Grades 3 – 5 (intermediate to expert).

Location
Access to Mount Holdsworth is off State Highway 2 down Norfolk Road only 16kms from
Masterton. Riven Rock is privately owned farmland.
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Development issues
Informal conversations have been held, and there is some speculation that this area will be
developed privately by the land owners.
MDC would need an easement before ratepayers money was invested at Riven Rock.
The landowner may need to charge for carparking, or have some other form of entry fee to pay
for ongoing maintenance of the tracks.

Future suitability
This could be one of the main mountain bike destinations in the Masterton area. However, as it
will be housed on private land it is likely to incur a per person or per user charge in some way.

Recommendation – Possible option
Riven Rock is one option for development, where the area councils could be involved as having a
local mountain biking destination is desirable.
It should be noted here that, while there would be a synergy in having tracks at both Holdsworth
Road and Riven Rock, it would be less so if that facility was competing for resources. Where this
might be the case, the recommendation would be to build a public facility (on publicly held land)
at Mount Holdsworth supported by the area councils and DoC.
Theoretically, Riven Rock sits outside the MDC boundary making this a wider regional undertaking
as opposed to a district one. Discussions with the Carterton District Council will need to take
place to decide how councils can have some (if any) involvement with this development.
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Rimutaka Summit to Bucks Reserve
Context
Capitalising on the proximity and popularity of the Rimutaka Rail Trail, the Rimutaka Summit Trail
to Bucks Reserve track can be built by upgrading existing tracks for mountain biking. The finished
product would be 15-20 kms long Grade 3 track suitable for riding in either direction.

Aerial Photo

Function
The potential for a regional track as an alternative ascent/descent to the Rimutaka Summit that
links up with other area trails along the Wairarapa Valley that could attract a large variety of
users.

Concept
There is wide support for a Grade 3 trail that would also attract Grade 2 and Grade 4 mountain
bike tourists. This track has the potential to become a nationally significant mountain bike track
as it would be one of the longest downhill tracks in the country. The Rimutaka Summit to Bucks
Reserve track would be a destination track that would also provide connectivity to the wider
network of Greytown, Cross Creek, and the Rimutaka Rail Trail.
This track would also provide a loop track via the Rimutaka Cycle Trail and a link via the Rimutaka
Pylon Track to the YMCA at Kaitoke.

Location
Located 15 minutes from Featherston, via Wakefield St, Underhill Rd then Bucks Rd to the end (5
km of gravel with steep sections).
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Development issues
Informal conversations have been held, amongst the community about the potential for exploring
and developing this track.
There would need to be several kilometres of new track which would be expensive.
Land access would need to be confirmed.

Future suitability
This type of track has endless possiblities for attracting users to the area. It would be a
destination trail, but would also provide connectivity to the network of Greytown, Cross Creek,
and Rimutaka Cycle Trail.
Land access would need to be confirmed, but desktop investigation shows that track to be
feasible and it could undertake a similar planning process to that of a Mount Holdsworth project.

Recommendation – Possible option
Rimutaka Summit to Bucks Reserve is a good option for development, although it would be a
region wide project, as it involves a number of councils.
Discussions with the South Wairarapa District Council and the Department of Conservation will
need to take place.
There is also likely to be strong support from Destination Wairarapa, Tourism New Zealand, and
the Masterton Mountain Bike Trust.
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Summary of site options
In summary, the following table highlights the sites in order of recommendation.

SITE
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park

RECOMMENDATION
Recommended – pending
design options

Waipoua - Pukaha – Network
 Stage 1 - Waipoua River
Bridge and Loop Trail
 Stage 2 – Waipoua River
north to Opaki Vineyard
 Stage 3 - Opaki to Pukaha
 Stage 4 – Pukaha Eketahuna
NZCT-Nga Haerenga
Heartland Ride

Recommended – concept
and feasibility study

Three Rivers Trail

Recommended – feasibility
study

Mt Holdsworth Mountain Bike
Park

Recommended – initial
concept plan

Riven Rock

Possible option

Rimutaka Summit – Bucks Reserve

Possible option

NOTES
Existing project
Council land
Limited potential
A progression of trails over
the long term beginning with
Waipoua River Bridge and
Loop Trail

MDC and GWRC work in
partnership on this project.
Begin the planning process –
and land access discussions
now
Theoretically sits outside the
District boundary on DoC
land
Theoretically sits outside the
District boundary
On private land
Provides destination location
Good connectivity to wider
network
Good region wide project

Future staging of plan for the network
In summary, the following table illustrates the order in which projects can be undertaken.
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Development opportunities
Cycling in general is a growing activity throughout the country. Based on the success
of other Great Rides around New Zealand we can expect to see more cycle tourism in
the region in the future. There are existing connecting routes in the area that allow
cyclists an easier and safer journey around the region enabling them to take
advantage of the activities on offer here. The Masterton district is book ended at the
north by the NZCT and the south with the Rimutaka Rail Trail. Such iconic trails can
be built on to bring other visitors and trail users into the district. A complete network
of trails from south to north would serve the whole region well, both in terms of
outdoors activity and tourism.
MDC has a number of strengths that support the development of a Rural Networks
Plan. For planning purposes, there is some funding to get started, a motivated team,
and the political and social climate appear to be right to undertake the work needed.
External to that, there is a wide stakeholder interest in developing the Rural Trails
Network from others who stand to gain from it such as, tourism and events and
economic gain. However, at present the team is lacking in direction without having
any real district cohesion for achieving an area wide plan/network. Further to this,
there may well be competing visions in the district.
There are opportunities that MDC can capitalise on in the coming years to help build
their network. There is good support and direction outside the council with a broad
depth of opportunities for collaboration and networking. The council will need to be
mindful of potential threats by way of limited resources (e.g. funding) lack of time
and competing demands as well as the potential for competition from other area
councils (e.g. Carterton Mountain Bike Park).
There are many positives for MDC and the work they are undertaking to address the
wider network. The following recommendations are intended as opportunities that
could be considered for the current year’s budget such as addressing the need for
signage on the current network, begin user data gathering, and proceeding with
Lansdowne Mountain Bike Park.
RECOMMENDATION:
Begin gathering user data by placing counters on
existing trails, and including them for any new trails
RECOMMENDATION:
Develop signage for current trails, e.g. signs to link onroad cycle routes with off-road cycle trails and key public infrastructure such as the
railway station, the town centre, Henley Lake and Queen Elizabeth Park
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RECOMMENDATION:
Explore a wider consideration of advisory partners, such
as youth and economics representatives as well as potential funding partners e.g.
Rotary or Charitable Trusts.
RECOMMENDATION:
The project manager and team, including the cycling
advisory group, explore the possibility of developing a region wide parks and
recreation working group to create a plan that will include the strategic direction for
cycling, recreation and tourism in the region. 6

The above plans and considerations are in response to the working group’s desire to
develop a wider rural trails network that addresses a number of needs by way of a
comprehensive trails network solution. Each of the preferred sites options is a
standalone site snapshot complete with the relevant information to take it forward
to concept planning. The resulting plan is an integrated network with a variety of
development opportunities that work towards a vision of more cycling, recreation
and tourism throughout the district.

6

http://www.mstn.govt.nz/council/meetings/2016/MarchAgenda/022-16.pdf
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Appendix 1: Documents Review
MDC/Grey literature
Carterton District Council, Draft Walking and Cycling Strategy, 2016
Destination Wairarapa, Draft Annual Plan – submissions
Masterton District Council, Draft Annual Plan – submissions
Masterton District Council, Draft Cycling Strategy 2016
Masterton District Council, Draft Cycling Projects List
National Walking and cycling strategy
New Zealand Cycle Way Market Research Report
Non-motorised user review procedures
Project briefing document
South Wairarapa District Council Cycling Strategy, 2016

Published sources
An Everyday Guide to the RMA Series 2.1
Classic New Zealand Cycle Trails, 2nd Edition, 2013
New Zealand Cycle Trail Design Guide, 4th edition, Via Strada, 2015
Safer Journeys for people who cycle, Cycling Safety Panel, 2014
Sport New Zealand, 2015. Sport and Active Recreation in the Lives of New Zealand
Adults. 2013/14 Active New Zealand Survey Results.
Track Construction and Maintenance Guidelines – VC 1672, Department of
Conservation, 2008
Trail Solutions, IMBA’s Guide to Building Sweet Singletrack, International Mountain
Biking Association, 2004
Travel Industry Dictionary: http://www.travel-industry-dictionary.com/destinationlocation.html
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Appendix 2: Consultation List
Andrea Jackson

Manager Community Facilities & Activities

Anna Gilliland

CAG note taker/administration

Chris Peterson

CAG Chairman, MDC Councillor

David Hancox

Destination Wairarapa

Hoani Paku

MDC Maori Liaison Officer/Wairarapa Mountain Bike Trust

John Allen

Wairarapa Multi-sports Club

Jonathan Kennett

Kennett Brothers

Kirsty McCarthy

Project Manager/MDC

Marilyn Northcotte

en Velo

Mike Milburn

Wairarapa Mountain Bike Trust

Peter Johns

Tararua DC Councillor

Tracy Collis

Tararua DC Councillor

Rebecca Jamieson

CAG Member/ GWRC /WaiBike

Rob Irwin

CAG Member / Wairarapa Trails Trust

Roger Boulter

CAG Member
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Appendix 3: Swot Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Motivation for planning

Blurred direction at present

Funding to get started

Future resources

Good team in place

Lack of Area cohesion

Wide external stakeholder interest

Competing visions

Local Environment

Waiararapa wide approach

Opportunities

Threats

Motivated team

Future resources/Costs

Right climate politically/socially

Time/competing demands

Broad depth of external

Competition from other area

collaboration/networking

councils
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Appendix 4: Glossary
CAG

Cycling Advisory Group

CDC

Carterton District Council

GWRC

Greater Wellington Regional Council

LTP

Long Term Plan

MDC

Masterton District Council

NLTF

National Land Transport Fund

NLTP

National Land Transport Plan

NZCT

New Zealand Cycle Trail

NZTA

New Zealand Transport Agency

RMA

Resource Management Act

SWDC

South Wairarapa District Council

TDC

Tararua District Council
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Appendix 5: Funding models
There are several types of funding models in New Zealand, which may be relevant to
the trails in this report.
Fully Council Funded:
Most councils in New Zealand fully fund a core trail network.
Council-Community Partnership:
Many councils also develop partnerships with community groups such as Rotary and
Mountain Bike Clubs to develop a greater trail network. Examples of this can be seen
in the Hutt River Trail, the Waipawa to Waipukurau River Trail, and the Marine
Parade Pathway in Napier. All of those examples were supported by local Rotary
Groups.
In Wellington and the Hutt Valley there are mountain bike clubs that have partnered
with their local councils to develop mountain bike parks such as the Makara Peak
Mountain Bike Park which is now used by 12% of ratepayers.
Sometime a council will just provide assistance in building a trail under the
understanding that once it is complete they will then take ownership and look after
the future maintenance.
Community Groups Only:
Some mountain bike tracks have been developed, particularly in publically owned
forestry blocks, by mountain bike clubs with little or no council support. The results
can be substandard for the first 12 months or so until the club develops the skills
required. The long term sustainability of these track is completely dependent on
enthusiastic volunteers.
Private Models:
Although it is not common, there are several examples of privately funded mountain
bike tracks, and they are funded by a user charge. The challenge in the Wairarapa, as
Tora Tora MTB Track has discovered, is that unless the tracks are incredibly good,
tourists will not travel to them.
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Appendix 6: Concept planning
The following flow chart shows the key steps, or gateways, require in pre-planning.

Note: Seed funding may be required for the Feasibility Study, Implementation Plan,
Land Access, Designs and Consents. Funding for construction should only be
committed when the preplanning stages are successfully completed.
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Appendix 7: QE Park 12K loop ride map
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